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Synopsis

***Includes Practice Test Questions*** Get the test prep help you need to become a RNC Credentialed Inpatient Obstetric Nurse. The Inpatient Obstetric exam is extremely challenging and thorough test preparation is essential for success. Inpatient Obstetric Nurse Exam Secrets Study Guide is the ideal prep solution for anyone who wants to pass the Inpatient Obstetric exam. Not only does it provide a comprehensive guide to the Inpatient Obstetric exam as a whole, it also provides practice test questions as well as detailed explanations of each answer. Inpatient Obstetric Nurse Exam Secrets Study Guide includes: A thorough review for the inpatient obstetric nurse exam A breakdown of the maternal factors affecting the fetus and newborn A guide to fetal assessment An analysis of aspects of labor and delivery An examination of obstetric complications An in-depth overview of postpartum issues A breakdown of newborn care A guide to professional issues Comprehensive practice questions with detailed answer explanations It’s filled with the critical information you’ll need in order to do well on the test the concepts, procedures, principles, and vocabulary that the National Certification Corporation (NCC) expects you to have mastered before sitting for the exam. The Maternal Factors Affecting the Fetus and Newborn section includes: Disease Processes Pregnancy Risks The Fetal Assessment section includes: Antepartum Assessment Electronic Fetal Monitoring Acid-base Assessment The Labor and Delivery section includes: Physiology of Labor Labor Management Stages of Labor Obstetrical Procedures Pain Management The Obstetric complications section includes: Labor and Placental Disorders Preterm Labor Multiple Gestations The Postpartum section includes: Physiology of the Postpartum Woman Family Adaptation Complications of Postpartum Period The Newborn section includes: Pathophysiology Infant Nutrition The Professional Issues section includes: Legal Issues Research These sections are full of specific and detailed information that will be key to passing the Inpatient Obstetric exam. Concepts and principles aren’t simply named or described in passing, but are explained in detail. The guide is laid out in a logical and organized fashion so that one section naturally flows from the one preceding it. Because it’s written with an eye for both technical accuracy and accessibility, you will not have to worry about getting lost in dense academic language. Any test prep guide is only as good as its practice questions and answers, and that’s another area where our guide stands out. Our test designers have provided scores of test questions that will prepare you for what to expect on the actual Inpatient Obstetric exam. Each answer is explained in depth, in order to make the principles and reasoning behind it crystal clear. We’ve helped thousands of people pass standardized tests and achieve their education and career goals. We’ve done this by setting high standards for our test preparation guides, and our Inpatient
Obstetric Nurse Exam Secrets Study Guide is no exception. It's an excellent investment in your future.
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**Customer Reviews**

This book was very easy to follow and provided a good, quick overview. I passed my exam this morning and have already recommended this book to friends. It’s not all encompassing but does a good job helping you figure out what you know and what you need to do more research on. Thank you!!

Studying for the Inpatient Obstetric Nurse Exam? Then this guide should definitely be your go-to to help you prepare for it. It provides you with detailed information on the ins and outs of pregnancy, from the risks of pregnancy itself and the labor and delivery process to post partum care - but it takes great care to keep it clear so it's easily absorbed and understood. The guide also features a practice test to help you get accustomed to both the format of the exam and the types of questions you can expect to find on the actual day. This particular guide also provides you with effective tips to help you get rid of test anxiety and shows you how to get the most out of your study sessions.

I had been studying for the exam for a couple of weeks, but the week of the exam I started to panic. Knowing I didn’t have enough time to order this book, I purchased it on my Kindle. The information included in the book is what every other book included but what I liked most about this resource was
the test taking tips and the link to a practice exam. After the exam (which I passed) I could look back and see that there were many questions that were covered by the material in the book and in the practice exam. I used many of the test taking tips as well. When I read a question I tried to answer it in my head prior to looking at the answers, and then looked for that answer among the choices. When I went back and reviewed my answers, I only changed an answer if I was 100% sure I should. If I wasn’t sure, I kept my original answer and moved on. Highly recommend this as a supplement to your other study material.

Used and passed first time!

Great study guide for the NCC inpatient OB RNC exam. This along with their practice exam will cover all I need. I’ve been an inpatient Labor and Delivery nurse for 16 years and I learned stuff I really didn’t know. This will help me in my practice.

very helpful. great summarization of difficult material into one paragraph. perfect, and I passed!

The study guide is a great learning tool because it has a short but precise information about obstetric concerns in the fetal /maternal world. The information given is to the point and doesn’t make you decipher what is important about each the topic

Don’t waste your money. I wish I had started reading this when it first arrived, I would have immediately returned it for a refund. It has numerous errors. It does not state who wrote it, but obviously not nurses in this area. It also does not state where the misinformation came from because there are no references. This along with the flashcards I bought from this same company are going in the recycle bin.
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